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A helpful language reference tool for students, pastors, and scholars. The BHS Reader's Edition is

for those who have a basic understanding of Biblical Hebrew and desire to read and study the

Hebrew Bible. With this book alone (and a year of Hebrew), students are able to read the Hebrew

Bible in its entirety. Main features include: - Complete text of the Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia,

checked against the Leningrad Codex - All words that occur fewer than 70 times are parsed and

contextually defined in the apparatus - Glossary listing of all other words - Improved layout of poetic

texts - All weak verb forms are parsed - High quality paper does not bleed through
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This will greatly facilitate re-learning Hebrew if you have been away from it for a decade, like myself.

I worked through reading Genesis and within a month was able to pass a competency exam in

introductory Hebrew and was able to skip a years worth of classes. Reading in Hebrew is definitely

expedited!

This was not what I expected, but found the contents interesting. Does NOT give textural info, but

does give the meaning of major words in English. Great if, like me, you are learning Hebrew, and

want to learn as you read. Nice fonts. Would have preferred wide margins for notes, but that would

probably push the price up more. Good binding, stays open when laid on flat surface.



The book looks great on the outside. The paper is great quality. This is a great tool for Hebrew

translation. But the binding was messed up on the inside of the front cover. The first page wasn't

glued well and exposed glue made other pages stick.

The arrangement of the poetic text surprises me. I recently study Isaiah, and have put a lot of efforts

to divide verses of poetic passage into short phases. I realized that it was a very tedious task.

Today, when I received this book and found that the compliers have already done such a great job. I

was impressed. This is a great improvement over my older version of BHS. Overall, the typeset and

paper used in this book are good too.

Helped tremendously in reading Hebrew. I am relearning Hebrew and this has made recognizing the

less common words and verbs, and parsing them, a lot easier.

as lovely as imaginable, with clear typeface both for notes and text. so well done. As beautiful as the

subject.

very comfortable and the letter in the right size. It also has a table with very good Hebrew endings.

I love it. Product is as accurate and useful as the descriptions and reviews indicated it would be.
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